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Abstract
We experimentally demonstrate the capability of terahertz time-domain spectroscopy
(THz-TDS) to noninvasively measure the electron density and collision frequency of plasma
bounded and optically shielded by Hall thruster wall material. This paper augments the
standard THz-TDS plasma diagnostic theory to account for plasma boundaries, presents THz
optical property measurements of three different wall materials (grades M, M26, and HP boron
nitride composite), and provides electron density and collision frequency measurements of an
inductively coupled plasma bounded and optically shielded by each wall material. We find that
the electron density measurement capability is weakly impacted by the boundaries, whereas
the electron collision frequency measurement capability is strongly reduced by the boundaries.
The bounded plasma electron density trends deviate substantially from those of the unbounded
plasma.

Keywords: Hall thruster, boron nitride, plasma diagnostics, terahertz, terahertz time-domain
spectroscopy

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

The Hall thruster is a spacecraft propulsion device that electro-
statically accelerates plasma ions to generate thrust. Its capa-
bility to provide moderate specific impulse (1000–3000 s) and
thrust (0.1–1 N) has made it a mainstay propulsion technol-
ogy [1–4]. Since the 1971 launch of the Russian METEOR-
18, Hall thrusters have flown on hundreds of commercial and
government spacecraft [5].

Shown schematically in figure 1, the Hall thruster is an
annular E × B plasma discharge that ionizes neutral propel-
lent via collisions with electrons thermionically emitted from

∗ Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

a hollow cathode. The electric field, established between the
cathode and anode, points along the thruster axis, and the mag-
netic field, established by solenoids arranged around the annu-
lus, points along the thruster radius. The crossed electric and
magnetic fields trap the ionizing electrons in an azimuthal Hall
drift, thereby enhancing ionization efficiency and enabling
maintenance of the discharge plasma. Ions, due to their com-
paratively larger mass, have a gyroradius larger than the dis-
charge channel and are consequently not trapped in the Hall
drift. Ions respond primarily to the axial electric field and are
accelerated into the thruster exhaust.

The Hall thruster wall structure that forms the discharge
annulus confines the plasma and shields the solenoids from
ion bombardment. The walls are typically comprised of boron
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Figure 1. Hall thruster schematic.

nitride (BN) or BN-silica (BN-SiO2) composite, materials
selected for their low sputtering yield, low electrical conduc-
tivity, and favorable secondary electron emission rate. Gradual
erosion of the walls by plasma sputtering eventually exposes
the solenoids to plasma ions, effectively ending thruster life
[6].

Despite more than five decades of thruster development and
study, the plasma physics driving Hall thruster operation is
still not completely understood. The anomalous transport of
electrons across magnetic field lines and the growth of anoma-
lous erosion ridges on discharge walls, for example, have thus
far eluded explanation and self-consistent first-principles mod-
eling [6–9]. The inability to model these phenomena limits
the community’s capability to improve thruster efficiency and
lifetime.

Open plasma physics questions remain, in part, due to the
lack of diagnostic capability inside the region between the Hall
thruster walls. This so-called Hall thruster channel has been
previously investigated with electrostatic probes, but physical

probes are inherently invasive [7, 10–12]. Their presence inter-
feres with thruster operation and casts measurement reliability
into doubt. Noninvasive optical diagnostics are now routinely
employed by the Hall thruster community for plume mea-
surements, but contemporary techniques are not well-suited
for channel diagnostics. Stalwart optical diagnostics, such as
optical emission spectroscopy [13], laser-induced fluorescence
[14], and laser Thomson scattering [15], require the emission
and/or detection of radiation with wavelengths that do not
transmit through Hall thruster wall material.

A relatively novel plasma diagnostic technique with the
potential to perform Hall thruster channel measurements is ter-
ahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) [16–23]. THz-
TDS probes plasma with broadband pulsed THz radiation
to measure line-integrated electron density and collision fre-
quency. Previous work has demonstrated the capability of
THz-TDS to achieve mm-scale spatial resolution [17] and ps-
scale temporal resolution [16, 23]. Pulsed THz radiation has
also been shown to transmit through various grades of BN and
BN-SiO2 composite, and the pulsed nature of the radiation can
enable measurements in bounded plasma without interference
from Fabry–Pérot (FP) reflections [24–26].

In a previous study [19], we experimentally demonstrated
the capability of THz-TDS to make electron density and col-
lision frequency measurements in plasma optically shielded
(but not bounded) by a relevant BN-SiO2 composite. Placing
BN-SiO2 in the THz pulse path such that the THz radiation
had to propagate through the BN-SiO2 before reaching the
plasma did not significantly change the measurement results.
Comparing measurements made with and without BN-SiO2 in
the pulse path, the maximum observed difference in measured
electron density was less than 7% and the maximum difference
in electron collision frequency was less than 10%. In that work,
the raw data were analyzed with a conventional method [27].
Analyzing the raw data with a recently developed Bayesian
framework [28] that corrects for common THz-TDS measure-
ment artifacts reduces maximum differences in electron den-
sity and collision frequency to 5% and 9%, respectively, and
reveals that these differences are within the uncertainty of the
measurement.

In this paper, we extend our previous efforts by perform-
ing measurements of an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dis-
charge that is both optically shielded and bounded by Hall
thruster wall material. Though motivated by an interest in
expanding Hall thruster diagnostic capabilities, our measure-
ments additionally enable us to investigate a plasma that, due
to the boundaries, is neither accessible to standard physical
probe diagnostics nor easily modeled. Our results indicate the
plasma boundaries significantly impact the discharge physics
and, though not directly applicable to Hall thruster discharge
physics, highlight the importance of noninvasive diagnostics
for bounded plasmas.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides the
standard THz-TDS plasma equations and derives the rela-
tions required for bounded plasma measurements; section 3
describes the experimental setup; and section 4 presents and
discusses the measurement results.
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Figure 2. Sample and reference THz-TDS measurement schematics for (a) standard and (b) bounded configurations.

2. THz-TDS equations

This section provides an overview of the THz-TDS equations.
Section 2.1 gives the standard equations used to determine
the electron density and collision frequency from THz-TDS
measurements. Section 2.2 augments the standard equations
to incorporate boundary effects.

2.1. Standard equations

The extraction of plasma properties from THz-TDS data
requires the comparison of sample and reference electric fields.
As shown in figure 2(a), the sample field (Es) is recorded with
plasma in the THz pulse path, and the reference field (Er) is
recorded without plasma in the THz pulse path.

Assuming the plasma is not bounded along the THz pulse
path, scattering of pulse energy out of the path is negligible,
and the (real) refractive index mismatch at the plasma–vacuum
interface is sufficiently small that pulse reflections can be
ignored, the sample and reference electric field spectra (Ês and
Êr) are related to the complex plasma refractive index (ñp) by

Ês (ω)

Êr (ω)
= exp

[
i
ω

c

∫ L

0
{ñp (ω, z) − 1} dz

]
, (1)

where ω is the angular frequency component of the probing
THz radiation, c is the vacuum speed of light, L is the plasma
length, and z is the distance along the axis of pulse propagation
[25, 29, 30]. If the plasma is uniform along the z direction,
equation (1) further simplifies to

Ês (ω)

Êr (ω)
= exp

[
i
ωL
c

{ñp (ω) − 1}
]
. (2)

In many cases, equation (2) is also a valid expression for the
average plasma refractive index in non-uniform plasmas. The
error incurred for ignoring the distribution is typically neg-
ligible, as long as the radiation frequency components used
to compute the average properties are not near plasma cut-off
[31].

The complex plasma refractive index, in turn, is related
to the angular plasma frequency (ωp) and angular electron
collision frequency (ν) by

ñ2
p (ω) = 1 −

ω2
p

ω (ω + iν)
. (3)

The plasma frequency is a function of the electron density
(ne), elementary charge (e), permittivity of free space (ε0), and
electron mass (me):

ω2
p =

nee2

ε0me
. (4)

The refractive index is strictly valid for a Lorentz plasma,
in which magnetic field and electron temperature effects may
be neglected [32, 33]. Most electric propulsion plasma envi-
ronments, including that of the Hall thruster discharge, meet
these requirements [31].

2.2. Bounded plasma equations

Plasma boundaries cause THz pulse reflection effects that must
be accounted for in the THz-TDS equations. Figure 2(b) shows
the sample and reference measurement configurations with
boundaries in the pulse path.

Applying the general derivation method of Duvillaret et al
[25] to the bounded plasma measurement configuration, the
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ratio of the reference and sample electric field spectra becomes

Ês (ω)

Êr (ω)
= D (ω) FP (ω) exp

[
i
ωL
c

{ñp (ω) − 1}
]

, (5)

where

D (ω) =
Db1p (ω) Dpb2 (ω)
Db1v (ω) Dvb2 (ω)

(6)

and Db1p, Dpb2 , Db1v, and Dvb2 are the transmission coeffi-
cients from boundary 1 to plasma, plasma to boundary 2,
boundary 1 to vacuum, and vacuum to boundary 2, respec-
tively, and FP quantifies the impact of FP reflections within the
bounded region. The transmission coefficients are functions of
the complex boundary, plasma, and vacuum refractive indices,
according to:

Dab (ω) =
2ña (ω)

ña (ω) + ñb (ω)
. (7)

FP reflections may be ignored if the first FP-reflected pulse
arrives in the incident pulse at a time greater than the measured
pulse duration. The arrival time (t) of the first FP-reflected
pulse in the sample measurement is given by

t =
2np (ω) L

c
, (8)

where np is the real component of the complex plasma refrac-
tive index [26]. The real plasma refractive index is typically
near unity, and most salient THz pulse information is con-
tained within a few picoseconds. Therefore, FP reflections
may be ignored in measurements of plasmas with mm-scale
and longer length via the application of appropriate temporal
windowing in analysis of the incident pulse. This capability
to ignore FP reflections greatly simplifies the analysis and is
enabled by the pulsed nature of the probing THz radiation. FP
reflections cannot be ignored in the analysis of measurements
made with continuous-wave diagnostics, such as microwave
interferometry.

Setting the FP term to unity and substituting equations (6)
and (7) into equation (5) yields:

Ês (ω)

Êr (ω)
= T (ω) exp

[
i
ωL
c

{ñp (ω) − 1}
]

, (9)

where

T (ω) =
ñp (ω)

[
ñb1 (ω) + 1

] [
ñb2 (ω) + 1

][
ñb1 (ω) + ñp (ω)

] [
ñb2 (ω) + ñp (ω)

] . (10)

The complex refractive indices of boundary 1 and bound-
ary 2 are ñb1 and ñb2 , respectively. These must be mea-
sured independently to enable extraction of the plasma com-
plex refractive index. The complex boundary refractive index
(ñb) is related to the real refractive index (nb) and extinction
coefficient (αb) by

ñb (ω) = nb (ω) +
c
ω

i
2
αb (ω) . (11)

In this work, equation (9) is solved for the electron density
and collision frequency with input sample and reference elec-
tric field spectra via a Bayesian analysis framework described

in detail elsewhere [28]. The framework corrects for delay line
registration error and refraction of the THz beam away from
the detector by modifying the phase and magnitude, respec-
tively, of equation (9) to account for these measurement arti-
facts. The Bayesian framework additionally provides robust
uncertainty quantification.

3. Experimental setup

This section discusses the experimental setup of the bounded
plasma measurements. The THz-TDS system is described in
section 3.1, the plasma discharge in section 3.2, and the plasma
boundaries in section 3.3.

3.1. THz-TDS system

As shown in figure 3, the THz-TDS system operates in a
pump–probe configuration: THz radiation is generated via
optical pumping of a photoconductive antenna (PCA) and
detected electro-optically via optical probing of a 〈110〉 zinc
telluride (ZnTe) crystal [34, 35].

Ultrashort laser pulses (<50 fs) generated by a mode-
locked Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Vitara-T HP) with
100 MHz repetition rate are focused onto the 5 μm PCA
(BATOP PCA-60-05-10-800-h) dipole gap formed between
gold electrodes patterned onto a low temperature-grown gal-
lium arsenide substrate. The average laser pump power is lim-
ited to 5 mW to avoid damaging the PCA. The laser-induced
photoelectrons respond to an externally applied voltage bias
(15 VDC) to produce a transient current that radiates as a
THz pulse. The THz pulse is coupled to air with a hyper-
hemispherical high-resistivity float-zone silicon lens and colli-
mated to a diameter of approximately 40 mm, steered into the
plasma, and focused onto the ZnTe crystal by gold parabolic
mirrors.

The ultrashort laser pulses in the probe beam copropagate
through the ZnTe crystal (Eskma Optics ZnTe-1000H) with
the THz pulses at identical polarization and orientation. The
ZnTe crystal has a thickness of 1 mm and is oriented such
that the THz and probe pulses propagate along the [110] axis
with polarizations 45◦ from the [001] axis [36, 37]. Each THz
pulse induces birefringence in the ZnTe crystal, thereby caus-
ing a differential phase retardation in each probing laser pulse
that is linearly proportional to the electric field strength of
the THz pulse. The differential phase retardation in the probe
pulse is measured using a quarter-wave plate, Wollaston prism,
and balanced photodetector connected to a lock-in ampli-
fier (LIA) and computer running a custom LabVIEW virtual
instrument.

An optical chopper placed in the probe beam provides a
reference signal for the LIA. The fs-scale probe pulses are
scanned across the ps-scale THz pulses with an optical delay
line in the pump beam. The total scan time is approximately
5 min for each pulse. Group velocity dispersion is mitigated
through the use of ultrafast optics designed for 800 nm and
pre-compensated for with a pulse compressor (Coherent CPC
II) upstream of the pump and probe beam split.
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Figure 3. Schematic of THz-TDS system and plasma discharge (CPC: pulse compressor, LIA: lock-in amplifier, PCA: photoconductive
antenna, λ/2: half-wave plate, λ/4: quarter-wave plate).

3.2. Plasma discharge

Figure 3 also shows a schematic of the radio frequency
(RF) ICP discharge. The discharge chamber is a quartz tube
cross (50 mm outer diameter, 3 mm wall thickness) inspired
by the design of Ando et al [18]. The quartz is connected
to KF vacuum flanges by quick-connect couplings (Kurt J.
Lesker QF50XVC200). THz pulses enter and exit the vacuum
chamber via viewports with Z-cut crystalline quartz windows
(Torr Scientific BKVPZ50NQZ). The chamber is evacuated
by a rotary-vane mechanical pump (Pfeiffer Adixen PASCAL
2021SD) to a base pressure of 1 mTorr, as measured by a con-
vection pressure gauge (Kurt J. Lesker KJL275807LL) near
the gas outlet. Ultra-high purity (99.999%) argon is fed into
the discharge by a regulator and precision flow meter. Pressure
values outputted by the pressure gauge are corrected for argon
according to fits made from argon calibration data provided by
the manufacturer.

RF power is coupled to the plasma via a three-turn hol-
low copper antenna wrapped around the glass tube. An unbal-
anced 13.56 MHz RF signal is generated by an RF power
supply (Materials Science, Inc. RF-3-XIII), tuned by an RF
radio antenna tuner (Palstar HF-AUTO), and converted to
a balanced signal by a custom 1000 Ω current balun con-
nected to each end of the antenna. Power is carried between
devices by 50 Ω RG400 coaxial patch cables with UHF con-
nectors (Pasternack PE3743 series). The plasma discharge is
always operated with a standing wave ratio of 1.05 or less,
and forward power drift was observed to remain within ±1 W
throughout the duration of all THz-TDS measurements. An
electrically grounded Faraday cage surrounding the antenna
prevents stray electromagnetic radiation from interfering with
THz-TDS measurements.

Across the operating conditions presented here, the dis-
charge generates an unbounded uniform plasma length of
approximately 12 cm. Bounded plasma measurements were
therefore recorded with boundaries placed 10 cm apart to
ensure plasma-boundary contact.

3.3. Plasma boundaries

Three different Hall thruster-relevant materials were used as
boundaries in this study: grades M, M26, and HP BN com-
posite manufactured by Saint-Gobain Ceramics. Each grade
is formed by hot-pressing hexagonal close-packed (hcp) BN
platelets in an amorphous binder material. According to the
manufacturer, grade HP is >95% hcp BN and <5% calcium
borate (Ca3B2O6) binder by weight; grade M26 is 60% hcp
BN and 40% SiO2 by weight; and grade M is 40% hcp BN
and 60% SiO2 by weight.

Stock material provided by Saint-Gobain was machined
into disks with 47 mm diameter so that the disks approximately
filled the inner diameter of the ICP discharge. The disks were
machined to a thickness of 0.3 in to be representative of the
thickness of a standard Hall thruster wall. An additional set
of disks with a thickness of 0.1 in was machined from the
grade M26 stock material for additional measurements. The
hot-press direction of each disk is parallel to the disk axis,
so THz pulses propagated normal to the BN platelets (i.e. as
ordinary rays).

4. Results and discussion

This section presents and discusses THz-TDS measure-
ment results. Section 4.1 shows measured wall material
optical properties, section 4.2 provides bounded plasma
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Figure 4. Representative THz pulses and extracted ordinary ray optical properties from measurements of 0.3 in-thick samples of grades
(a) M, (b) M26, and (c) HP BN composite.

measurement results, and section 4.3 discusses the bounded
plasma measurements.

4.1. Boundary properties

The ordinary ray optical properties of each boundary were
independently measured to enable extraction of the com-
plex plasma refractive index from the bounded plasma mea-
surements. Figure 4 shows representative measured refractive
index and extinction coefficients, as well as representative
sample and reference THz pulse electric fields, measured in
0.3 in-thick samples of each BN grade. The refractive index
and extinction coefficient are related to the complex refrac-
tive index by equation (11). The average refractive index is
2.06 for grade M, 1.87 for grade M26, and 2.09 for grade
HP. The refractive index of each BN composite grade, within
the measurement range, does not vary by more than 0.01 as a
function of THz frequency. Applying the uncertainty quantifi-
cation methodology of Withayachumnankul et al [38] yields a
maximum uncertainty of less than 1% across all resolved THz
frequencies.

The extinction coefficient, on average, increases exponen-
tially with THz frequency for all three grades. Grades M26 and
HP feature similarly low extinction coefficients on the order
of 1 cm−1 at frequencies below 0.5 THz, but the extinction
coefficient rises to approximately 4 cm−1 at 1 THz in grade
M26 and only 2 cm−1 at 1 THz in grade HP. Grade M, on
the other hand, does not have any measured extinction coef-
ficients below 2 cm−1. Consequently, as observed in the refer-
ence and sample pulses in figure 4, grade M induces the most
THz pulse attenuation and grade HP induces the least THz
pulse attenuation.

Variation of the reported extinction coefficient about the
trends is caused by absorption resonances and scattering in

the samples and by general measurement uncertainties. These
effects are amplified by the relatively large sample thicknesses.
Uncertainty is driven by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
the real part of the THz spectrum and varies with THz fre-
quency. Applying the uncertainty quantification methodology
of Withayachumnankul et al [38] results in a minimum uncer-
tainty of approximately 10% near 1 THz and maximum uncer-
tainty of approximately 30% near the plot extrema and at water
absorption lines.

It should additionally be noted that the extinction coeffi-
cient is commonly reported as a smoothed curve fit in the THz-
TDS literature. We report unfiltered extinction coefficients in
figure 4 because unfiltered results from each boundary, and not
curve fits, were used in the computation of plasma properties
from the bounded plasma measurements.

To our knowledge, the THz refractive indices and extinc-
tion coefficients of grades M, M26, and HP BN are not pub-
lished elsewhere in the literature. However, curve fits of the
THz properties of grade HBR BN, manufactured by Momen-
tive Performance Materials, were measured and published by
Naftaly et al [24]. HBR BN is of similar composition to HP
BN (hcp BN hot-pressed in a calcium borate binder) and there-
fore serves as a useful benchmark material. Figure 5 compares
these HBR curve fits to the raw HP data shown in figure 4(c).
Even though the compared materials are not identical, the raw
HP data closely match the previously published HBR curve
fits.

4.2. Plasma measurements

Figure 6 shows sample and reference THz pulses recorded
with the ICP discharge operating at an input power of 100 W
and measured pressure of 1 Torr. In each case the plasma
was bounded by two 0.3 in-thick walls, according to the
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Figure 5. Comparison of grade HP BN THz properties to
previously published curve fits of grade HBR BN THz properties.
HBR BN data from [24].

configuration shown in figure 2(b). The pulse SNR is signif-
icantly reduced for the grade M and M26 cases, but the signals
are still clearly discernable above the noise.

Figure 7 shows the measured average electron density and
collision frequency for the 0.3 in-thick boundary cases for
a measured pressure of 1 Torr. The unbounded case is also
included in the figure for comparison. The error bar width
encompasses a 90% Bayesian credibility interval [28]. In
some cases, the electron collision frequency was below the
detectable limit of the THz-TDS system; these cases feature
Bayesian posterior probability density functions that match the
input priors and are therefore not plotted. The severe reduc-
tion in SNR caused by the M BN boundaries precludes deter-
mination of the electron collision frequency for all operating
conditions.

For input powers ranging from 20 to 60 W, the electron
density of the plasma bounded by M BN approximately fol-
lows that of the unbounded configuration. However, starting at
80 W, though the electron density of the M BN continues to
approximately follow a linearly increasing trend with power,
the values diverge and become smaller than the unbounded
densities. The electron density results with M26 and HP BN
boundaries deviate substantially from the unbounded case. The
M26 BN boundaries appear to cause the electron density to
alternately increase and decrease with discharge power, though
many of these variations are within the error of the measure-
ment. The HP BN boundaries cause the electron density to
peak at a discharge power of 100 to 120 W and then decrease
with discharge power from 140 to 200 W. For most discharge
powers, the plasma bounded by M BN has a larger electron
density than that bounded by HP BN, which, in turn, has a
larger electron density than the plasma bounded by M26 BN.

The uncertainty of the electron collision frequency mea-
surements is highly dependent upon the SNR of the signal
magnitude. Due to the severe loss of SNR caused by propa-
gation of the THz pulses through the plasma boundaries, the
uncertainty of these measurements is high and electron colli-
sion frequency trends are consequently difficult to establish.

However, figure 7(b) does indicate that, for a given discharge
power, the electron collision frequency is typically lower with
boundaries than without boundaries. Another notable obser-
vation is that many of the reported electron collision fre-
quency values are larger (sometimes by an order of magni-
tude) than those predicted by first-order consideration of argon
electron–neutral momentum transfer cross sections [39].

In order to provide further understanding of the observed
trends, additional measurements were taken with two addi-
tional M26 BN boundary configurations: one with 0.3 in-thick
boundaries and discharge pressure of 5 Torr and one with 0.1
in-thick boundaries and discharge pressure of 1 Torr. Figure 8
shows the resulting electron densities and collision frequen-
cies for these configurations. The unbounded and M26 BN
results from figure 7 are also plotted for comparison. The elec-
tron densities of the two additional M26 BN cases follow the
same approximate trend as that of the HP BN case; the electron
density rises, peaks, and then falls with increasing discharge
power. The loss of SNR caused by propagation of the THz
pulses through the plasma boundaries precludes precise dis-
cernment of the electron collision frequency trends, but it is
evident that the collision frequency of the plasma with 0.1 in-
thick boundaries approximately matches that of the unbounded
plasma until it begins to decrease with increasing discharge
power between 140 W and 160 W.

4.3. Discussion of plasma measurement results

4.3.1. Electron density. The unbounded plasma electron den-
sity results display a simple linear trend that is similar in shape
and magnitude to other THz-TDS and Langmuir probe studies
of similar discharges [18, 20]. However, the electron densi-
ties measured in the various bounded plasma configurations
show markedly different behavior. There are two possible rea-
sons for this result: either the boundaries alter the discharge
plasma physics or the boundaries interfere with the THz-TDS
measurement.

As discussed in section 1, previous measurements have
shown that shielding the plasma from the THz radia-
tion with BN-SiO2 does not inherently alter the measure-
ment [19]. However, plasma properties in shielded measure-
ments are, as in unshielded measurements, extracted with
the well-established unbounded plasma relationship given
by equation (2). By contrast, the bounded plasma proper-
ties are extracted via equation (9). Because this relationship
requires input from measured boundary properties, the impact
of plasma boundaries on the electron density measurement
requires further discussion.

A common approximation made in unbounded THz-TDS
plasma diagnostics is to simplify equation (2) so that the elec-
tron density can be extracted directly from the phase of the
ratio of the sample and reference electric field spectra, without
input of the magnitude [18, 20–23, 31, 32]. This approxima-
tion is derived assuming that ν � ωp and ω2

p � ω2, and these
two conditions are met in the data presented here. The elec-
tron density, therefore, is almost exclusively a function of the
phase of the spectral ratio. Additionally, due to the relatively
small values of the boundary absorption coefficients required
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Figure 6. Sample and reference THz pulses recorded with the RF ICP discharge operating at 1 Torr, 100 W. The plasma was bounded by
two 0.3 in-thick grade (a) M, (b) M26, and (c) HP BN composite walls.

Figure 7. Measurement results for (a) electron density and (b) electron collision frequency with the plasma bounded by two 0.3 in-thick
walls. The error bars encompass a 90% credibility interval.

to permit propagation of detectable THz pulses through the
boundaries, the imaginary portion of each complex boundary
transmission coefficient typically has negligible impact on the
phase of the spectral ratio. Consequently, the impact of the
transmission coefficients on the phase of the spectral ratio is
commonly ignored in analysis of standard THz-TDS measure-
ments of solid-state samples [38]. Taken together, these two
common approximations imply that, for the plasma conditions
studied here, inclusion of the boundaries in equation (9) should
have little impact on the computed electron density.

To test the impact of the boundaries on the equations,
we compared the plasma property results produced by
equations (2) and (9) at a single THz frequency for a partic-
ular measurement result. In order to remove the influence of
the Bayesian framework and measurement artifacts, we made
the comparison with assumed hypothetical plasma parameters
equal to the electron density and collision frequency mea-
sured with the M26 BN-bounded plasma operating at 1 Torr
and 100 W. We input these values, along with the measured
M26 BN optical properties, into equation (9) to determine the
output spectral ratio at 1 THz. We then input this spectral ratio

into equation (2) and inverted the relation to extract the elec-
tron density and collision frequency. The resulting output elec-
tron density differed by less than 0.0002% from the input, but
the output electron collision frequency differed by 74%.

This result supports the conclusion that the boundaries
strongly impact the electron collision frequency computation
but have virtually no effect on the electron density computa-
tion. The large differences between the electron densities mea-
sured with and without boundaries are, therefore, not explained
by any boundary-induced uncertainties in equation (9); in fact,
for our plasma conditions, the electron density of the bounded
plasma can be extracted with equation (2) with negligible
reduction in accuracy.

Because the presence of boundary material in the THz pulse
path has been previously shown to not impact the THz-TDS
measurement [19] and because the boundary properties have
negligible impact on the electron density measurement, we
conclude that our electron density results are indicative of
changes in the discharge physics caused by the boundaries.
Though a full accounting and simulation of the boundary-
induced changes to the electron density are outside the scope
of this work, we can provide possible causes for the trends we
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Figure 8. Measurement results for (a) electron density and (b) electron collision frequency with the plasma bounded by two grade M26 BN
composite walls. The error bars encompass a 90% credibility interval.

observed. We also invite future modeling efforts to investigate
these causes in more detail.

The large differences in peak electron density between the
bounded cases may possibly be explained by differences in
porosity between the BN composite grades. Due to the con-
figuration of the ICP discharge, input argon must pass through
the boundaries before it is ionized. The neutral pressure inside
the bounded region is therefore less than the reported neu-
tral pressure measured outside the bounded region. Previous
work has shown that the porosity of grades M, M26, and HP
BN composite can vary by more than 100% on a lot-to-lot
basis [40]. Based on the results found here, it is likely that the
grade M BN composite boundaries featured the largest poros-
ity. This resulted in significantly larger neutral gas density in
the region between the M BN boundaries than within the M26
and HP BN boundaries, thereby enabling the production of a
higher-density plasma.

Some evidence for this explanation is given by figure 8(a),
which shows the measured electron density for the various
M26 BN boundary cases. The 0.3 in- and 0.1 in-thick M26
BN samples were machined from the same stock and should
therefore have approximately the same porosity coefficients.
The 0.1 in-thick boundaries have higher total porosity and
therefore allow more argon into the bounded region, thereby
resulting in a larger electron density for the same reported
pressure. Increasing the reported discharge pressure to 5 Torr
with the 0.3 in-thick boundaries produces a similar effect; the
larger overall discharge pressure results in a higher neutral
pressure within the bounded region and thereby results in a
higher-density plasma.

Other factors, such as secondary electron emission, may
help explain the electron density trends observed in the plasma
bounded by M26 and HP BN. As more energy is input into the
plasma by the antenna, the electrons become more energized
and begin to strike the boundary walls with sufficient energy to
produce secondary electrons with lower energy. The replace-
ment of high-energy electrons with low-energy electrons at
the boundaries becomes more pronounced at higher discharge
powers and may lead to reduced ionization rate [41].

The boundaries can also interfere with the coupling of
power into the plasma by acting as barriers through which
the induced electric and magnetic fields must propagate.
This effect has been shown to substantially influence plasma
properties and may also contribute to the observed trends
[42, 43].

4.3.2. Electron collision frequency. The large electron colli-
sion frequency uncertainties in figures 7(b) and 8(b) are caused
by the severe loss of SNR from the transmission of THz pulses
through the boundaries. In general, meaningful trends cannot
be extracted from the bounded plasma electron collision fre-
quency results. However, as noted in section 4.2, some of the
electron collision frequencies are up to an order of magnitude
larger than that predicted by first-order consideration of argon
electron–neutral momentum transfer cross sections [39].

A possible explanation for this discrepancy is artificial
attenuation of the THz beam by plasma refraction and plasma-
interface reflections. However, refraction is accounted for in
the Bayesian data analysis technique [28] and reflections are
accounted for by inclusion of the boundary transmission coef-
ficients in equation (9). Reflections may be ignored in the
unbounded case because, due to the small (real) refractive
index mismatch between the plasma and vacuum, artificial
attenuation caused by plasma-vacuum reflections changes the
ratio of the sample and reference electric field spectra to a
degree that is well below that detectable by the THz-TDS
system [16, 28].

An alternate explanation is that the measured electron col-
lision frequencies are simply larger than what is predicted by
first-order consideration of electron–neutral momentum cross
sections [44]. This work is not the first to report unexpect-
edly large electron collision frequencies; the phenomenon has
been experimentally observed in a variety of plasma discharges
[7, 8, 16, 45–48] and has been reproduced in high-fidelity com-
putational discharge models [44]. This work does, however,
provide some of the most direct experimental evidence of the
discrepancy.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we experimentally demonstrated the capabil-
ity of THz-TDS to noninvasively probe plasmas bounded and
optically shielded by Hall thruster wall material. Though we
found the reduction in the SNR caused by propagation of the
THz pulses through the wall material sometimes precluded
determination of the electron collision frequency, measure-
ment of the electron density was not impacted. The plasma
boundaries were observed to cause the electron density trends
to deviate substantially from that of the unbounded plasma, but
supplementary results demonstrated that these changes were
indicative of changes in plasma physics rather than boundary-
induced measurement errors. Our results are not directly appli-
cable to Hall thruster discharge physics, but they do highlight
the necessity for bounded plasma diagnostics.

We conclude that THz-TDS is presently a candidate to per-
form noninvasive electron density measurements of the plasma
inside the Hall thruster discharge channel. Future advances
in THz emission and detection technology may sufficiently
improve the SNR to enable THz-TDS to provide robust elec-
tron collision frequency measurements as well.
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